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Overview
ARCH Emerging Markets Partners Limited (“ARCH”) is committed to managing ESG and climate risks and
opportunities effectively across the investment lifecycle, throughout its portfolio of investments, and within its own
operations, recognising that such risks and opportunities link to its fiduciary duty to its limited partners. ARCH
believes that a robust, integrated approach to ESG investing is essential in preserving and enhancing the value of its
assets and investments throughout their investment lifecycle.
ARCH’s investment strategy directly or indirectly aims to contribute to the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) and the Paris Agreement to limit global warming to well-below 2C. From a climate change perspective,
ARCH recognises that climate change will have adverse effects on the global economy, and presents both risks and
opportunities for its Fund’s investments. As such, it will, as far as possible and where relevant:




Direct capital to companies and projects that contribute to the low carbon economy transition;
Actively engage with portfolio companies, and designing, constructing and operating assets to
reduce/minimise GHG emissions; and
Develop procedures to assess and mitigate climate risks to develop climate resilient assets and companies.

ARCH recognises that its own, its investees and its assets’ business activities could cause and contribute to adverse
human rights impacts. ARCH’s salient human rights risks include: asset managers and investees contracting
workforces for the construction of assets; resettlement of people to develop assets; health and safety of workers
and surrounding communities during construction, installation and maintenance of assets; and investees’ supply
chain risks. ARCH acknowledges that it has the responsibility to respect human rights and the ability to contribute
to positive human rights impacts. ARCH therefore commits to the International Bill of Human Rights and the
principles concerning fundamental rights set out in the International Labour Organization’s Declaration on
Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work.
Women’s economic participation is limited by the discrimination and unequal opportunities they face. As an
organisation that invests in the private sector in emerging markets, ARCH strives to influence positive outcomes for
women by considering and enabling gender opportunities across the business value chain of its investments where
appropriate. This means considering women’s role as leaders, employees, entrepreneurs, suppliers, customers
and/or community members as relevant.
Scope of this Policy
This Policy applies to ARCH at the group-level in terms of its internal operations, and all ARCH Funds’ wholly-,
majority-, and minority-owned companies and assets where the Fund has management control or has
representation on the board, and any private equity funds advised by ARCH. This Policy is intended to apply to all
asset classes as far as is practical. Where there is no conflict with this Policy, ARCH may adopt additional policies in
order to meet local regulatory, lender or co-investor, customer or other stakeholder requirements.
In addition, all third-party contractors of the Funds with responsibility for managing ESG aspects, and those of its
investments, must align to the requirements set out in this Policy.
ESG Standards
ARCH is committed to conducting its business in line with generally accepted, good, international ESG management
practices. Accordingly, it aligns its ESG management practices to the International Finance Corporation’s (IFC) E&S
Performance Standards 1 and 2. Further, it seeks to apply the following ESG standards to its Funds and investments
as far as feasibly possible:





International Finance Corporation (IFC) E&S Performance Standards (2012) and associated Guidance Notes;
World Bank Group’s general, and relevant sectoral, Environmental, Health, and Safety (EHS) Guidelines;
The Core ILO Standards; and
All national laws and regulations pertaining to E&S relevant to each investment.

ARCH also commits to developing and implementing internal approaches to
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Implement the recommendations of the Financial Stability Board (FSB) Task Force on Climate-related
Financial Disclosures (TCFD); and
Manage human rights risks based on the UNGPs, including identifying human rights risks, implementing
means to avoid infringing on the human rights of others, to address these impacts where they occur, and
provide access to remedy to those that are impacted.

ARCH delivers on these commitments through each Fund developing and implementing an Environmental and Social
Management System (ESMS).
Managing ESG Across the Investment Lifecycle
ARCH’s Funds are responsible for implementing their ESMS requirements for managing ESG across each stage of
the investment lifecycle, including:










ESG screening against an exclusion/prohibited activities list (as a minimum based on the IFC’s Exclusion List
(2007), but tailored to LP requirements) and identification of potential ESG red flags and opportunities;
ESG due diligence scoped and scaled to the ESG risk level of the transaction;
Review and consideration of ESG issues and opportunities raised by the due diligence by the Investment
Advisory Committee;
Incorporation of ESG terms including definition of standards and an ESG Action Plan to address significant
gaps with Applicable ESG Standards into legal agreements;
For infrastructure funds, conducting an E&S impact assessment (ESIA) and stakeholder engagement and
consultation with affected communities following local and international standards, and developing ESG
management plans for construction and operations;
Active stewardship and monitoring of ESG issues, achieving alignment with the Applicable ESG Standards,
and guiding positive ESG outcomes where possible during ownership; and
Articulation of ESG value creation during ownership at exit.

ESG Communication and Reporting
ARCH’s Funds monitor and review ESG performance on a portfolio-wide basis. Material ESG key performance
indicators are assigned to each portfolio company/asset to assist in ongoing risk management and value creation,
and to focus on the continuing improvement of asset-level ESG performance. Each Fund reports on key aspects of
ESG progress, performance and material issues across its portfolio internally to its investment advisory committee
and ARCH’s ESG Function, and externally to its LPs on a quarterly and annual basis.
For ARCH’s infrastructure Funds, a stakeholder engagement plan shall be developed and implemented in
accordance with IFC PS1, ensuring that interactions with stakeholders are inclusive, transparent and are relationship
building, driven throughout the whole lifecycle of the project, from planning through to construction and operation.
Each Fund requires its assets and portfolio companies to establish and operate a grievance mechanism in line with
IFC PS1 and PS2, through their own ESMSs, that enables third parties (communities in which portfolio
companies/assets operate, direct and indirect workers of the portfolio companies/assets, and any other external
stakeholders) to raise and resolve concerns about any ESG impacts related to their operations.
Policy Oversight and Implementation
This Policy has been approved by ARCH’s Audit and Risk Committee and adopted by ARCH’s board. Ultimate
accountability for implementation of this Policy at the ARCH level sits with the ARCH’s Chief Executive Officer, Johan
Hattingh. Responsibility for the Policy’s implementation and underlying Fund ESMSs sits with the Managing Director
of each Fund. All ARCH and Fund staff shall play a role in contributing to the Policy’s success, and shall be measured
and incentivised to do so through ESG criteria being included in ARCH’s remuneration policy. In particular, day-today implementation rests with the investment and operational teams dedicated to each of the investments,
supported by ARCH’s Head of ESG.
ARCH has established an ESG Committee, chaired by ARCH’s chairman and with representation from the CEO, Head
of Risk, Head of ESG and the Managing Director of each Fund. The Committee meets regularly, at least quarterly,
and has a remit to:
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Review the implementation and effectiveness of this policy.
Review what internal and external resources and competency are needed to implement the Policy, and, if
necessary, make recommendations to adjust ARCH’s ESG Function, commission external specialists/
consultants, and provide training.
Review ESG factors in strategic asset allocation, including physical, transition and regulatory changes related
to climate change into calculations for expected risks and returns.
Identify emerging ESG trends and laws/regulations in PE, and decide how ARCH will respond.
Develop and track the implementation of ESG initiatives.
Review drafted group-level ESG disclosures.

Review of this Policy
ARCH is committed to an ongoing and long-term process of improving its approach to integrating ESG considerations
into the investment process for the funds that it advises. Consequently, this Policy and ARCH’s approach will evolve
over time, through a process of regular (at least annual) review, to reflect changes in best practices and structures,
technologies and law.
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